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Author’s response to reviews: see over
The impact of different GFR estimating equations on the prevalence of CKD and risk groups in a Southeast Asian cohort using the new KDIGO guidelines

Major revisions
1. References: References should be cited in the text using consecutive numbers in square brackets. Please do not use superscript numbers. Also, please place the reference before the full stop. For example "text [1]."
   Done.

2. Authors' contributions: Please indicate in this section that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.
   Done

Minor revisions
1. Title: please use sentence case in the title, both in the manuscript file and the submission system. Capitalise only the first word and proper nouns, and do not include full stops/periods.
   Done

2. Qualifications: Please remove the authors' qualifications from the manuscript and submissions system
   Done

3. Please remove running title and word counts
   Done

4. Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking and change coloured text to black
   Done

5. Please place in the following order: Competing Interests, Authors' Contributions, Acknowledgements
   Done

6. References: the reference list should contain up to 30 authors' names for each citation.
   Done. Used endnote BMC nephrology codes

7. Figures: figures are cropped as closely as possible.
   Done

8. Tables: please re-layout your table without these merged elements. Please also remove all visible vertical lines from your tables
   Redid tables to remove merged fields. Removed most vertical lines but feel complete removal would lead to confusion in data display. Please make changes as you are more experienced.

9. Typography:
   Made some spelling/grammar changes

10. Additional changes
    Changed 'Acknowledgements' slightly.